
 

To Vax or Not to Vax  

This article is also a resource. As extensive in terms of links as it is, there could be many, 

many more due to the vigilant determination of people the world over who have come 

to not just suspect but to realize that the Covid-19 Vaccine is not what it seems. This 

article was written to support people to better understand the mystery and complexity 

of the ongoing social crisis linked to Covid-19 that continues to hold the world hostage 

with fear and uncertainty. This outline is not meant to encompass every angle of this 

crisis, but it will provide enough insight for anyone sincerely interested to gain a deeper 

understanding and as a foundation for your own continued research.  Since your health 

and welfare and ever your very life and that of those you love is at stake, further 

research is the operative word. 

The populations of all the countries of the world have become divided. The media is 

busy convincing people that it is due to people rejecting the vaccine. It is estimated that 

this number amounts to at least 1/3 of the human population. Sadly, those who have 

and continue to accept it do not understand why so many of their family, friends, 

colleagues and so on… feel the way they do It may be assumed that that literally 

billions of people are just rebellious.  

This assumption is its own pandemic and it comes with dismissals that leave those who 

reject this specific vaccine to be both frustrated and perplexed, as well. A common 

rebuttal is to defensively refer to ‘the science’. Well, if this is your defense, then this is 

also your invitation to consider that perhaps you don’t really understand the science 

but have deferred your reason to repeated mention of the word, leading you to believe 

that the science is sound. But, the science is not sound and the vaccine itself is very 

dangerous and may well be a bio-weapon as some assert, that is the real killer and 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/a8EIVFPIh14V/


many doctors the world over will attest to this fact. This video highlights a sample of 

victims who have experienced serious reactions to the vax. 

Clearly, there must be something to their claims. Among their greatest suspicions is 

that those who accept the vaccine without question stand to be mind-controlled by 

complicit privately owned media networks in every country state, province and city on 

earth. If this sounds outlandish to you, then accept it as the first indication of your lack 

of awareness of the realities of such technologies and the ample history of ambitious 

people invested to use such powers so darkly. To this list, can be added ample evidence 

of the steady rise of biological warfare over the recent centuries.   

If you then think that we are not at war, then you may also be wrong again, based on 

assumptions of ‘what a war looks like’. Consider the ‘Cold War’ between the Soviet 

Union and the USA that lasted for about 40 years. Some assert that the current global 

crisis is a precursor of larger conflicts that will likely affect every nation in the world. 

The rationale to explain the many reactions and positions taken regarding this crisis is 

very large and cannot be encompassed adequately here.  Yet, those who have come to 

reject this vaccine can be basically placed in two categories.  

First, those who have vigilantly studied history and recognize the lineages of power 

extending back thousands of years and who now form a global network, perhaps  with 

new players as well, with a common ambition – global dominion.  

The second group is populated by doctors AND medical staff and accomplished and 

highly educated people including professors, lawyers, judges, journalists and many 

others. Here is more testimonials from both accredited and accomplished doctors from 

around the world who have formed coalitions. This is another group of doctors adding 

to the one above but there are many, many of these networks yet they are 

systematically CENCORED by the mainstream media. Ask yourself, why would these 

doctors risk their reputations, careers and livelihoods to share their concerns and 

educated insights and opinions about the dangers of the Covid-19 so-called vaccine, 

which is actually a new branch of ‘medicine’ that is much different than traditional 

vaccines called MRNA Gene Altering Technology. 

This second group have paid attention to the ensuing process since the Covid-19 crisis 

began in early 2020 and have for a wide variety of reasons come to recognize that 

there is something both very suspicious and seriously wrong with this entire world-

wide crisis. Among other things, it is recognized that very specific groups have globalist 

interests which they denied not so long ago but which are now openly admitted.   

https://action4canada.com/experimental-injection-story/
https://action4canada.com/experimental-injection-story/
https://www.decision-making-confidence.com/mind-control.html
https://www.historyofvaccines.org/content/articles/biological-weapons-bioterrorism-and-vaccines
https://nationalinterest.org/
https://inspiringnews.wordpress.com/2020/05/23/dr-buttar-and-164-doctors-let-us-wake-up/
file:///C:/Users/Michael/Documents/Vax/Ask%20The%20Experts%20(Covid-19%20Vaccine)


As fantastic as it may sound, especially to people who live and think within narrow  

guidelines based on conscious or unconscious adherence to unquestioned obedience to 

government authorities, it should be made clear that this ‘agenda’ is being carried out 

in relative secrecy, at least until recently with the advent of the Covid-19 crisis. This has 

stimulated suspicions that Covid-19 is not as random an event as may be commonly 

assumed. Research on this theory offers very compelling evidence that supports these 

suspicions.  

Regarding some factions those who have investigated and researched the rise of 

dubious and nefarious power networks, especially with the advent of the open source 

access of knowledge since 1993 when the internet became public domain, they will 

commonly point to the existence of the Georgia Guidestones as open testimony to 

rationalized intentions by wealthy elites to significantly lower the populations of the 

world. This has been openly admitted many, many times rationalized by the state of 

the world’s ecology.  Ironically, it is  the very rich themselves who own the industries 

that is contributing to this global crisis which has subsequently given rise to another 

rationalized campaign to reduce the human population die to global warming ‘global  

warming.  Of course, this strategy targets the masses as the problem. Such hypocrisy 

and arrogance is a very old story after all. 

This monument exists just outside of Atlanta Georgia, as a start point since it clearly 

outlines an ideal, or what might be described as a plan or an agenda to reduce the 

human population by 90%. A feature of the mystery surrounding this relatively recent 

construction is that the person or group who funded it remains anonymous. This video 

will provide you with an introduction. As you will learn, the message and investment 

made can certainly be interpreted as a determined intention, or cornerstone theme of 

an agenda.  

Below you will see categories of information and there are a lot of links.  So, you can 

start with an overview and then choose which ones you want to investigate first. 

Waving all of this casually aside, as if you are in the know because you watch ‘The 

News’, may be your first hurdle. Exercising humility that you might perhaps have been 

fooled could save your life and that of your family and friends. Even if you simply read 

follow the links and read the headlines, you will get the gist.  

There are strong suspicions held by people all over the world that what is going on was 

planned and these first videos represent some of the anchor themes that the deeper 

researches have uncovered. Yet, below you will find other angles of approach and 

understanding. So, if you feel any of the information shared is not accurate or meets 

https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNeGjAGKha4&t=8s


with your skepticism, please keep looking at the other perspectives and resources 

listed. 

Many of these groups gain their confidence from recognized and accomplished doctors, 

some of whom have actually formed international coalitions and many other scientists, 

journalists and leaders, and many others too who deem the Covid19 ‘Vaccine’ (which is 

a debatable categorization for this new technology), the MRNA technology based on 

experimental science to be dangerous, in fact, lethal.  

The theory extends to convictions of a global initiative by a small powerful network 

committed to reduce the human population (eugenics). While some aspects of 

eugenics may seem ideal, it is also associated with reducing the human population and 

not simply a matter of supporting selected genetic ‘marriages’. If you read the 

Wikipedia article thoroughly, you will realize that controlled and intentional 

depopulation is among the darker associated themes of this interest. Who these people 

are remains unclear, yet it is believed that their minions and cyphers are populated 

recognized public figures in politics and media journalism and others industries as well 

such as professional sports and entertainment. These networks have generally come to 

be regarded as techno-fascists.  

Beyond higher ideals of creating a global utopia, ‘in their own image…’, the reasons 

they are committed to eugenics may include the fact that they are also guilty of crimes 

of both corruptions generally and literally crimes against humanity. In our modern age 

of freely available information, many truths that have long been held secret are more 

available to those who are skilled at research regarding online sources of knowledge. 

This may be one of the reasons why they have made their ‘big move’ amounting to 

what many now recognize to be a global ‘silent war’. 

The mainstream media and Big Tech are owned by these people and are the main 

vehicles for convincing the human population that the Covid19 MRNA experimental 

vaccine is for their protection. Yet, evidence reveals that this vaccine is not like others 

and may well in fact be a bio-weapon. This has emerged as not just the opinion of some 

doctors, but the conviction of hundreds of thousands of doctors, nurses and medical 

staff the world over who have ‘front line’ experience, as it were. 

So, many sources assert that it is all part of a human depopulation agenda and the 

many links below lend to support this notion. Commonly people dismiss such claims as 

‘outlandish conspiracy theories’ and idly wave off and even laugh them off, assuming 

that their perspectives are objective. Usually, the mainstream media is the main source 

of information for these people or of others whose opinion they idly trust. BANNED 

https://humansarefree.com/2021/09/deaths-injuries-covid-shots-eu.html
https://humansarefree.com/2021/09/deaths-injuries-covid-shots-eu.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugenics


videos in the world are usually blacklisted by YouTube, Facebook, Google, Twitter and 

Vimeo. In the game of monopoly, think about this for a moment. 

Regarding the ‘agenda’ mentioned above, Step 8 of the agenda ‘the end game’ is to 

make vaccine passports mandatory. In order to get to step 8, they have to 

incrementally get us to comply with the 7 lead-up steps.  

Step 1 is to convince us that wearing the mask is mandatory 1= “It’s just a mask”, 2 = it 

is just contact tracing, 3 = just business closed for a while, 4 = it is just quarantine, 5 = it 

is just government hotel quarantine, 6 = now you have to pay for the hotel, 7 = it is just 

an untested vaccine, then it is a vaccine passport. 

Perhaps those who dismiss this apparently ‘crazy notion’ are right  and that there are 

simply a lot of hysterical people in the world, including many very accomplished 

doctors and medical staff such as front line nurses who widely claim that they have 

been given gag orders and/or have been silenced by other means such as widespread 

propaganda. Maybe they are all crazy and over-imaginative fools. 

However, if their assertions are true, and below are listed testimonies from people all 

over the world, many of who are doctors and lawyers and very educated and 

accomplished people in general who are risking their entire careers to speak out, then 

by your unwillingness to reconsider what you have learned to be true,  probably from  

the  mainstream media, then you are contributing to this atrocity.  

So, please take the time to listen to the video clips if only for a few minutes and read 

the headlines of the articles posted, at least. When you listen, focus to hear the 

sincerity in the testimonies of the people sharing their views and concerns. Ask 

yourself: what do they have to gain from opposing this vaccine? They are doctors, 

many of whom are highly accomplished in precisely this branch of medicine. These are 

not the testimonies of rebellious youth or disenfranchised fringe dwellers. Take a 

moment to imagine that you may be the victim of media driven mind control.  

Therefore, the consequences of YOUR idle dismissal of people will result in YOUR 

untimely death and that of YOUR entire family, the successful result of the eugenics 

agenda. Among the many mind control techniques is phrases like ‘conspiracy theory’ 

which serves to flip the switch in people’s minds to dismiss any further investigation 

and to assume a position of intellectual authority and the moral higher ground.  

Giving the benefit of the doubt to family and friends who care and who must suffer 

under the prospects that this agenda is being carried out by way propaganda and mind 

control as the core strategy of a deliberate eugenics program, a war without military 



involvement, is the least they can do.  After all, being wrong in this case will amount to 

a reality so horrible that imagination can hardly encompass it. 

 

Facts About Covid-19 and the Experimental MRNA Vaccine 

1. Covid-19 has a 99% + survival rate. 

2. The vaccine is experimental and dangerous, is not approved by the FDA, yet has been 

pushed upon the frightened, obedient masses. 

3. The MRNA Vaccine PERMANANTLY changes your DNA, activating a process that cannot 

be stopped.  https://sarahwestall.com/vetted-images-blood-before-and-after-the-

mrna-covid-vaccine-shot/ 

4. The vaccine is only authorized under the emergency act for addressing 1 symptom. 

5. The government and media have and continue to stir mass fear with lies and false facts.  

Why?  Answer:  It is a bio-weapon. 

Why? Eugenics plan to reduce human population, significantly. 

Why? Lock-in their power and privilege forever!  (If you think it is to protect people 

from  a flu virus or  to save the environment, think again.) 

6. Numerous false positives reported and inflated facts have contributed to fear and blind 

obedience. 

7. The spike protein is transmitted by shedding by those who have taken the vaccine and 

it is pathogenic (causes illness), producing an uncontrolled spike protein in the human 

body. 

8. Thousands of injuries and deaths have been caused by the vaccine itself and by those 

who have received it and have contaminated others with ‘SHEDDING’ to the extent that 

it is now believed that more people have now died from the vaccine than Covid-19 

itself. 

9. Widespread malfeasance by doctors continues. 

10. Government, media and false fact checking used to intimidate people has become a 

global strategy which reveals a global wide network behind the intimidation campaigns. 

11. The vaccine also contains nanotech which, it is theorized, produces the opportunity for 

people to be ‘remote controlled’ to behave according to the dictates of those who 

created this technology.  

12. Those who refuse to take the vaccine will be labeled, blamed and falsely 

scapegoated, like the Jews in WWII, producing a world-wide hysteria campaign of 

blame amounting to a witch hunt that will justify them to be arrested and put in 

internment camps. Those who have been vaccinated will likely be further mind-

controlled to assert that this is right and necessary. All of this, by those who blindly 



believe the government has their best interests at the forefront, even though there is 

less than a 1% mortality rate and usually among the elderly with pre-existing 

conditions. 

 

Below is a list of links to videos & articles that will support 

your own research. 

Hopefully you will NOT allow proud assumption to activate apathy and idle dismissal. 

Take the time to conduct some of your own research. Failure to do so could prove fatal 

for you and the people you love. And, incidentally, there is a list of who is invited to live 

after the eugenics project is complete and you and those you love are 99.99% probably 

NOT on it. So, your apathy and denial now will probably amount to your death or  at 

least your complete enslavement or that of your children, soon. 

Hopefully, you will take the time to review all the various sections at least before your 

challenged beliefs reject them reactively. A wider spectrum of perspectives may be 

required to break through walls of what may be understood as conditioned response.  

It is true, conducting this research may push you out of your comfort zone and may 

even cause anxiety, but if the objections from people all over the world are correct, not 

doing so may amount to the single biggest mistake you have ever made in your entire 

life or ever will again! 

No good person wants to frighten anyone, especially someone they care about.  But 

these are frightening times and the implications of neglecting to consider the truth of 

this matter, is terrifying for us all. 

PS 

It is said that many people are so afraid, subconsciously, of the implications that 

Covid19 is a hoax that they would rather die than face the possibility of being wrong. 

That is exactly what this malevolent network of eugenicists is counting on. 

“If the opinions and understandings shared here prove true, let it never be 

said you were not warned, never let it be said you were not given the 

opportunity to awaken from your fixed, conditioned, ‘deliberately 

programmed’ viewpoints. You will have only yourself to blame”. 



 

Start HERE 

Click little blue Box with Arrow (below) to Play 

Important Questions About Whether to Get Vaxed for Covid19.mp4  

This clip provides an excellent summary clarifying that the MRNA is NOT a ‘normal’ 

vaccine Here is What We Know About Vaccines  

Good Summary Article Regarding the  Covid 19 – experimental medicine: (Just read 
the headings if that’s all you have time for.) 
https://www.deconstructingconventional.com/post/18-reason-i-won-t-be-getting-a-
covid-vaccine 
 

Video summarizes the MRNA so-called ‘Vaccine’ which it is NOT    

CDC and FDA Admit Their Policies are Based on a “Contrived” Model, not a Virus 

Biological Weapons, Bioterrorism, and Vaccines 

Blood Before And After The MRNA COVID “Vaccine” 

The Bio Weapons Convention 

The SCIENCE and the Worldwide call to STOP the MRNA so-called vaccine 

EXPOSED! FDA, CDC & WHO is hiding this from you? 

The Supreme Court In The US Has Ruled That The Covid Pathogen Is Not A Vaccine, Is 

Unsafe, And Must Be Avoided At All Costs-Supreme Court has canceled universal vax 

Video: The Spike Protein Injection. No Such Thing as a “Delta Variant”. It’s a Fallacy 

NEED TO KNOW NEWS (Just read the headlines) 

How We enslave Ourselves – (Excellent Short Video) 

WHO  REALLY OWNS THE WORLD? 

The Truth Behind the UN Sustainable Agenda 

https://www.facebook.com/Yugen519/videos/582546306524531/
https://www.deconstructingconventional.com/post/18-reason-i-won-t-be-getting-a-covid-vaccine
https://www.deconstructingconventional.com/post/18-reason-i-won-t-be-getting-a-covid-vaccine
https://videopress.com/v/p8r7ebPy
https://needtoknow.news/2021/09/cdc-and-fda-admit-their-policies-are-based-on-a-contrived-model-not-a-virus/
https://www.historyofvaccines.org/content/articles/biological-weapons-bioterrorism-and-vaccines
https://sarahwestall.com/vetted-images-blood-before-and-after-the-mrna-covid-vaccine-shot/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNZYk6qeLiQ
https://www.bitchute.com/video/a8EIVFPIh14V/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=Bkcp04z8pE4&feature=youtu.be
https://bestnewshere.com/breaking-news-the-supreme-court-in-the-us-has-ruled-that-the-covid-pathogen-is-not-a-vaccine-is-unsafe-and-must-be-avoided-at-all-costs-supreme-court-has-canceled-universal-vax/
https://bestnewshere.com/breaking-news-the-supreme-court-in-the-us-has-ruled-that-the-covid-pathogen-is-not-a-vaccine-is-unsafe-and-must-be-avoided-at-all-costs-supreme-court-has-canceled-universal-vax/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/video-no-such-thing-delta-variant-fallacy/5754899
https://needtoknow.news/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBsA7S8jxfU
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WeC9JgrkdpmY/
https://www.librti.com/page/view-video?id=141


The Vaccine Holocaust Is Well Underway—The War Against Humanity   

 

The Weaponization of Medicine 

The world has been ambushed. We are in the midst of a war against 
humanity. Yet most people aren’t aware there is a war going on. 

The Extinction Experiment 

Fast Facts About Government Deception 

Death by Government 20x More Common than Death by Criminal 

“We Will Not Be Vaccinated Anymore” Says President Of Croatia 
Zoran Milanovic 

Federal Government Whistleblower – (September 2021) 

6,985 Dead from COVID Vaccine Across the US and 411,911 Adverse Reactions 
Reported – Now a Top 50 Cause of Death in the USA 

Latest VAERS Data Show: 5,165 Deaths Reported Following COVID Vaccines 

24,526 Deaths 2,317,495 Injuries Following COVID Shots Reported In European 

Union’s Database Of Adverse Drug Reactions 

Local Detroit TV Asks For Stories Of Unvaxxed Dying From COVID – Gets Over 180K 

Responses Of Vaccine Injured And Dead Instead 

Johns Hopkins University Confirms That ‘Self-Spreading’ Vaccines Are Real 

It’s Started: Medical Doctor Is Refusing Vaccinated Patients 

FRENCH HOSPITAL STAFF BURN THEIR DIPLOMAS AFTER BEING SUSPENDED FOR NOT 

TAKING THE EXPERIMENTAL COVID VAX 

5,522 people have died within 28 days of having a Covid-19 Vaccine in Scotland 

according to Public Health Scotland 

Official VDC Website Listing Ingredients of MRNA Experimental Drug  

(Most of the ingredients are poison to the human body) 

https://www.woolstangray.eu/the-vaccine-holocaust-is-well-underway-the-war-against-humanity/
https://freemansperspective.com/the-weaponization-of-medicine/
https://naydenlapalosaari.wordpress.com/the-extinction-experiment/
https://covid-unmasked.net/the-christoff-report-fast-facts-about-government-deception/
https://freemansperspective.com/death-by-government/
https://greatgameindia.com/
https://greatgameindia.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obdI7tgKLtA
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/07/update-6985-dead-covid-vaccine-across-us-411911-adverse-reactions-reported-now-top-50-cause-death-country/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/07/update-6985-dead-covid-vaccine-across-us-411911-adverse-reactions-reported-now-top-50-cause-death-country/
https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/latest-vaers-data-show-5165-deaths-reported-following-covid-vaccines
https://humansarefree.com/2021/09/deaths-injuries-covid-shots-eu.html
https://humansarefree.com/2021/09/deaths-injuries-covid-shots-eu.html
https://humansarefree.com/2021/09/stories-of-vaccine-injuries-and-deaths.html
https://humansarefree.com/2021/09/stories-of-vaccine-injuries-and-deaths.html
https://humansarefree.com/2021/05/johns-hopkins-university-self-spreading-vaccines-real.html
https://principia-scientific.com/its-started-medical-doctor-is-refusing-vaccinated-patients/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/9EOzlF5k5Un1/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/9EOzlF5k5Un1/
https://theexpose.uk/2021/07/18/5522-people-have-died-within-28-days-of-having-a-covid-19-vaccine-in-scotland-according-to-public-health-scotland/
https://theexpose.uk/2021/07/18/5522-people-have-died-within-28-days-of-having-a-covid-19-vaccine-in-scotland-according-to-public-health-scotland/
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/downloads/appendices/b/excipient-table-2.pdf


Urgent’ British report calls for cessation of COVID vaccines in humans 

What do you know about COIVD 

Cult of the Medics 

IMF REVEALS JABS ARE NOT FOR YOUR HEALTH: “This Year, Next Year, Vaccine Policy 

is ECONOMIC POLICY”! 

Upset  Mother Speaks 
 

MAGNETISM INTENTIONALLY ADDED TO 'VACCINE' TO FORCE MRNA THROUGH 
ENTIRE BODY 

 
Dr. Sherri Tenpenny Explains How the Depopulation COVID Vaccines Will Start 

Working in 3-6 Months! (In February 2021) 
 

Massive Protests Erupt Worldwide Against COVID Vaccine Passports & Lockdown 
Tyranny 

What Doctors Have to Say 
 

Must Listen- DR. MIKE YEADON, FORMER PFIZER VP LATEST MESSAGE –  
EVERYONE MUST LISTEN 

 
GERMAN MICROBIOLOGIST: THEY ARE KILLING PEOPLE WITH COVID VACCINES TO 

REDUCE WORLD'S POPULATION 
DR. BRYAN ARDIS - HOSPITAL PROTOCOL IS WHAT IS MURDERING  

COVID / FLU PATIENTS 
 

Dr. Buttar and 164 doctors let us wake up 
 

Dr Roger Hodkinson - the VAXX is unnecessary, reckless and NOT safe!  
It's Medical Malpractice! 

Dr. Simone Gold exposes dangerous lies about pandemic 
 

International Panel  of Doctor’s Offer Insight, Caution and Warning about Covid19  - 
Hardly a panel of rioters,  these good people and literally thousands more  have been  

censored by Big Tech – why? 
 

Is Their “Shot” Putting YOU at Risk? 
 
Why this Doctor is Not Treating Patients Who have received the Covid-19 Vaccine 

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/urgent-british-report-calls-for-complete-cessation-of-covid-vaccines-in-humans/
https://rumble.com/vkqlo5-what-do-you-know-about-coivd-07-27-2021.html
https://www.woolstangray.eu/cult-of-the-medics-chapter-one-by-david-whitehead/
https://australianvoice.livejournal.com/57270.html?utm_source=fbsharing&utm_medium=social
https://australianvoice.livejournal.com/57270.html?utm_source=fbsharing&utm_medium=social
https://bnt-cdn.b-cdn.net/upload/videos/2021/04/XvBcubtI52VcItrJeJha_29_58a9c587c040e1dbe64ec31082e153bb_video_240p_converted.mp4
https://www.bitchute.com/video/OmpL3GdVFyNY/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/OmpL3GdVFyNY/
https://beforeitsnews.com/health/2021/02/dr-sherri-tenpenny-explains-how-the-depopulation-covid-vaccines-will-start-working-in-3-6-months-must-video-3037796.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/health/2021/02/dr-sherri-tenpenny-explains-how-the-depopulation-covid-vaccines-will-start-working-in-3-6-months-must-video-3037796.html
https://www.infowars.com/posts/epic-massive-protests-erupt-worldwide-against-covid-vaccine-passports-lockdown-tyranny/
https://www.infowars.com/posts/epic-massive-protests-erupt-worldwide-against-covid-vaccine-passports-lockdown-tyranny/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FPehpfdTleDo/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FPehpfdTleDo/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3h0OzIPH4Ikd/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3h0OzIPH4Ikd/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BKBpP5blJ21B/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BKBpP5blJ21B/
https://inspiringnews.wordpress.com/2020/05/23/dr-buttar-and-164-doctors-let-us-wake-up/
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-roger-hodkinson-the-vaxx-is-unnecessary-reckless-and-not-safe-it-039-s-medical-malpractice_6uamSAP7bEV1d5v.html
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-roger-hodkinson-the-vaxx-is-unnecessary-reckless-and-not-safe-it-039-s-medical-malpractice_6uamSAP7bEV1d5v.html
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/gold
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/ask-the-experts-covid-19-vaccine-now-banned-on-youtube-and-facebook_qIsNohSIeSgfz2J.html
https://odysee.com/@DrLawrencePalevsky:f/Critically-Thinking-with-Dr.-T-and-Dr.-P---Episode-44:b
https://principia-scientific.com/its-started-medical-doctor-is-refusing-vaccinated-patients/


 
A Letter to the Unvaccinated in Canada 

 
Nurses Expose Empty Covid Ward Claiming they Dont want to be a Part of Fake News 

Anymore 

 

Understanding the ‘Shedding’ Factor of the MRNA  

Gene Altering Covid-19 Vaccine 

PFIZER CONFIRMS COVID-VACCINATED PEOPLE CAN ‘SHED’ SPIKE PROTEINS AND 

HARM THE UNVACCINATED 

Pfizer Confirms Shedding is Real 
 

Shedded Spike Proteins Harm  Vaxed  and Unvaxed Alike 
 

TROUBLING SCIENCE EMERGING ON SPIKE PROTEIN 
The Killer in the Bloodstream: the “Spike Protein” 

 
Testimonials from People From Shedding From Others Who Received the Covid-19 

MRNA Vaccine 

Dr Vernon Coleman 
https://vernoncoleman.org/videos  
 

Dr Mark Trozzi – Personal Testimony Regarding Covid 19 
 

America's Frontline Doctors  (Excellent Online Magazine Resource)  

 

Doctor’s Speak 
 

Mind Control and Media 
 

 
Key Article: What is Mind Control? 

Website – Decision-Making Confidence 
(This article has many links which offers a thorough INTRODUCTION to mind control.) 

https://ocla.ca/a-letter-to-the-unvaccinated/
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/nurses-expose-empty-covid-ward-claiming-they-dont-want-to-be-a-part-of-fake-news-anymore_wfyIpDsenJ3n5hl.html
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/nurses-expose-empty-covid-ward-claiming-they-dont-want-to-be-a-part-of-fake-news-anymore_wfyIpDsenJ3n5hl.html
https://newestalerts.wordpress.com/2021/06/16/pfizer-confirms-covid-vaccinated-people-can-shed-spike-proteins-and-harm-the-unvaccinated/
https://newestalerts.wordpress.com/2021/06/16/pfizer-confirms-covid-vaccinated-people-can-shed-spike-proteins-and-harm-the-unvaccinated/
https://www.nationaltimesaustralia.com/health/pfizer-confirms-covid-vaccinated-people-can-shed-spike-proteins-and-harm-the-unvaccinated/
https://principia-scientific.com/covid-vaccinated-can-shed-spike-protein-harming-unvaccinated/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/jUBRHTZ2ukC7/
https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/the-killer-in-the-bloodstream-the-spike-protein/
https://humansarefree.com/2021/05/johns-hopkins-university-self-spreading-vaccines-real.html
https://humansarefree.com/2021/05/johns-hopkins-university-self-spreading-vaccines-real.html
https://vernoncoleman.org/videos
https://drtrozzi.com/dr-trozzi-covid-19-testimony/
http://www.aflds.com/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Ecux1OTy56oK/


https://www.decision-making-confidence.com/mind-control.html 
 

Here is a long list of interviews with an expert – Jason Christoff - 

regarding MIND CONTROL which is a much older tactic than many will 

believe or imagine. 

https://jchristoff.com/mind-control-documentaries-and-real-life-

examples-of-mind-control/ 

 

 MEDIA PROPAGANDA 

Dr. John Coleman - The Tavistock Institute: The World's Lies and Propaganda Machine 
 

The world needs new media that shows the truth! 
 

HEALTH CARE WORKER IN TORONTO SPEAKS THE TRUTH 
 

CNN EXPOSED ONCE AND FOR ALL 

Answer # 1: 
What we are experiencing from the mainstream news is 
propaganda and mind control.  
 
Time to wake up and realize that CNN,,CTV, CBC, Global... and 99% of the 
mainstream media is 'privately-owned' by monopolists who are also 
committed  to eugenics. Please think about that carefully. You don't have to 
march down the street, but you can be aware, at least. Otherwise, you are 
passively complicit which not only is a threat to you but contributes to harm done 
to others. 
 
In other words, people who get their information from the mainstream news 
which does not report on many groups around the world taking action to 
intercept the steadily and emerging tyranny, have zero context to what is actually 
going on in their own country yet claim complete authority on thinking that they 
know what is going on, taking a black and white perspective and dismissing 
anyone who says anything that does not align with the cable news ‘programming’  
If you take your time to watch these videos, ask yourself, if the media is genuine 
and integral, wouldn't they be reporting on such unprecedented actions like 
coalitions or doctors and police suing the government, for example!  
 

https://www.decision-making-confidence.com/mind-control.html
https://jchristoff.com/mind-control-documentaries-and-real-life-examples-of-mind-control/
https://jchristoff.com/mind-control-documentaries-and-real-life-examples-of-mind-control/
https://jchristoff.com/mind-control-documentaries-and-real-life-examples-of-mind-control/
file:///C:/Users/Michael/Documents/Vax/Dr.%20John%20Coleman%20-%20The%20Tavistock%20Institute:%20The%20World's%20Lies%20and%20Propaganda%20Machine
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/staff
https://www.bitchute.com/video/KOapGjyxbDiI/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=320454629422199


There is no shame in being mind-controlled, but there may be by choosing to 
remain complacent about the tunnel vision perspective that has been groomed in 
the minds of people, at their peril. 
 
This is the inconvenient truth and you may have to get uncomfortable with the 
realization that you may have been mind-controlled. If you or anyone you know 
gets 'the news' from the mainstream media these days, you have likely been 
unwittingly mind-controlled and may, therefore, be in complete denial. The new 
anchors are not 'nice people who care about you'. They are making sure they are 
on the arc, but you won't be, and lying to you is the price of their ticket. If you 
think this sounds extreme, you are probably mind-controlled. 
 
The governments are NOT doing a 'good job', they are complicit with this globalist 
agenda. Globalism may be here, but the way 'they', the 'powers that be' are 
taking strong strides towards totalitarianism. That is what monopolists would do, 
what organized crime would do, what ambition for unchecked power and driven 
by unchecked greed would do. That 'they', these hidden globalist networks have 
been working long and hard to place key people in key positions at every level of 
society may sound like a movie, but it is not. But the media news is surely 
scripted. 
 
If you do not see this or are not aware, you are probably ‘sleeping’ or, more likely, 
mind controlled by the media. You will know this is true if you regularly get your 
‘information’ from new ‘programs’. 

 

MORE… 
Compromised CTV News : Trudeau offers reassurance on AstraZeneca safety as 
European countries suspend use   VERSUS Statistica Which Countries Have Stopped 
Using The AstraZeneca Vaccine? 
 

Back in 2019 Fauci Said Masking And Social Distancing Was ‘Paranoia,’ 
Urging Healthy Eating And Exercise Instead 
https://humansarefree.com/2021/09/2019-fauci-masking-is-paranoia.html 
 

Comedy/Parody Clip Regarding Double Speak - Funny but Frighteningly 
Accurate: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6PobXQ-af8 
 

What does it mean that people actually believe the privately-owned news over 
people, 'officials' who are awake, aware, committed and willing to 
risk their careers and lives to bring their first-hand yet publically unknown 
knowledge to  people? 

https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/trudeau-offers-reassurance-on-astrazeneca-safety-as-european-countries-suspend-use-1.5347727
https://www.statista.com/chart/24420/astrazeneca-vaccine-suspensions/
https://humansarefree.com/2021/09/2019-fauci-masking-is-paranoia.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6PobXQ-af8


 

New Nuremberg Trials 
 

COVID Fraud – Lawyers; Medical Experts start legal proceedings against W.H.O and 
World Leaders for ‘Crimes against Humanity’ 

 
Thousands of Lawyers and Doctors Sue The Government 

 
https://breaking-news.ca/the-new-nuremberg-trials-2021-please-share-this-info/ 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS OF THE CORONA INVESTIGATIVE COMMITTEE STATUS 
09/15/2021 

 
Employment Lawyer on Forcing Employees to Get Mandatory Vaccination 

 

CANADA: Know your rights against vaccines and PCR testing!!! 

Bill 201 in Canada –  

Regarding Laws Associated with Altering One’s DNA 

DAVID MARTIN WITH VACCINE CHOICE CANADA 

Police on Guard 

Rural training? 

 

 

Canadian Coalitions Online 
 
Vaccine Choice Canada 
https://vaccinechoicecanada.com/  
(search  COVID-19 Vaccine Concerns 

This organization has been in existence for many years and they provide a thorough 

review of the entire subject of Vaccines. They point to ‘good vaccines’ that have served 

to prevent diseases,  yet go  on to provide thorough and critical  analysis of the entire 

theme including the history, science and social laws and more…  

https://rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/05/12/covid-fraud-lawyers-medical-experts-start-legal-proceedings-against-w-h-o-and-world-leaders-for-crimes-against-humanity/
https://rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/05/12/covid-fraud-lawyers-medical-experts-start-legal-proceedings-against-w-h-o-and-world-leaders-for-crimes-against-humanity/
https://www.eutimes.net/2021/05/team-of-1000-lawyers-and-10000-medical-experts-start-nuremberg-2-trial-against-world-leaders-for-crimes-against-humanity/
https://breaking-news.ca/the-new-nuremberg-trials-2021-please-share-this-info/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/hx1ksGkSwOBR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/hx1ksGkSwOBR/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3LGOAFGX9g
https://rumble.com/vlx960-canada-know-your-rights-against-vaccines-and-pcr-testing.html
https://www.parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/42-1/bill/s-201/royal-assent
https://www.parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/42-1/bill/s-201/royal-assent
https://www.bitchute.com/video/CyYMfeYo3koA/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/J5Ew40lm5pMo/
https://ruraltraining.org/course/mgt-433/
https://vaccinechoicecanada.com/
https://vaccinechoicecanada.com/in-the-news/dear-family-friends-and-colleagues-re-covid-19-vaccine-concerns/


Constitutional Rights Centre 

https://www.constitutionalrightscentre.ca/  

https://www.constitutionalrightscentre.ca/category/media/ 

AWAKE CANADA  

Videos: 
https://awakecanada.org/awake-videos/ 

Blog: 
https://awakecanada.org/blog-2/ 

Medical Doctors speaking out: 
https://awakecanada.org/category/videos/doctors-speaking-out/ 

How to Awaken Others                                                                 
https://awakecanada.org/faq-items/how-to-wakeup-your-fellow-canadians/ 

National Citizen’s Coalition  

(Watchdog   on the corruptions of Justin Trudeau)  

Erin O’Toole on Trudeau having changed A  LOT since 2015 

Liberti Network 
 

 Interview with Rosa Koire  The Truth About Sustainable Development  
(Outlines Agenda 2030.  If you are not  aware of it yet, this is your invitation and it is 
important to be aware of  it…) 
 

ACTION 4 CANADA 

American Coalitions Online 

Children’s Health Defense 

Our Freedom Media Group  

 

International Coalitions Online 

https://www.constitutionalrightscentre.ca/
https://www.constitutionalrightscentre.ca/category/media/
http://www.awakecanada.org/
https://awakecanada.org/awake-videos/
https://awakecanada.org/blog-2/
https://awakecanada.org/category/videos/doctors-speaking-out/
https://awakecanada.org/faq-items/how-to-wakeup-your-fellow-canadians/
https://www.nationalcitizens.ca/fernando_china_influence?utm_campaign=fernandofeb1621cc&utm_medium=email&utm_source=nationalcitizens
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=807636086578149
https://www.librti.com/index.php
https://www.librti.com/page/view-video?id=141
https://action4canada.com/assert-your-rights-and-do-not-give-in-to-the-tyranny/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/
https://ourfreedommg.com/


Covexit 
This website hosts powerful interviews with highly accomplished and celebrated 
doctors all over the world! 
https://www.facebook.com/david.cheyne2/videos/816239275664842  
 
International Covid 19 investigation: 
https://awakecanada.org/international-covid-investigation/ 

 

Citizen Journalists & Online Magazines 
 
Press for Truth 
 
Info Wars 
 
Bitchute 
 
The Highwire 
 
Humans Are Free 
 

Article About Deaths and Injuries From Vaccine 
 
Natural News 
 
Life Site News   
 
CNS NEWS 

The Post Millennial 

The Fee Weekly 

The Tyee (British Columbia) 

 

http://www.covexit.com/
https://www.facebook.com/david.cheyne2/videos/816239275664842
https://awakecanada.org/international-covid-investigation/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMZTLpTZ8eE&list=WL&index=2
https://www.infowars.com/?content=index
https://www.bitchute.com/video/hx1ksGkSwOBR/
https://thehighwire.com/watch/
https://thehighwire.com/watch/
https://humansarefree.com/2021/03/uk-508-dead-following-covid-19-experimental-vaccines.html
https://humansarefree.com/2021/03/uk-508-dead-following-covid-19-experimental-vaccines.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/
https://www.lifesitenews.com/
https://www.cnsnews.com/
https://mailchi.mp/6e8faf197eab/1psgiemw3a-1598536?e=0e5bbd1ead
https://fee.org/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2020_FEEWeekly
https://thetyee.ca/?utm_source=weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=270921

